
Build a
Strategy

Around Data

Define the key data points and metrics to understand
impact and track progress towards goals.
The first step in becoming data driven is to design an impact framework for your  organization. In
the most basic sense, an impact framework translates your  organization's mission into key metrics
that allow you to track progress towards  goals. Defining this framework ensures that everyone in
your organization is  collecting the right data, making it possible to baseline key metrics and track
outcomes.

From the
UpMetrics

Community:

The path to becoming data-driven. Simplified. Use the 4-step De-CAL approach from

UpMetrics.

Learn more about becoming data-driven with UpMetrics.

Collect data and centralize information in one place.

Analyze data and visualize impact, turning information into
actionable insights.

Leverage information to design programs, inform decisions,
and tell stories.

Once you have identified the key data points that matter to your organization, the  next step is to
review the existing systems to collect and manage the data. The good news is that most
organizations have lots of data. The challenge can be navigating multiple systems, and, in some
cases, pen and paper documents, to  ensure the data you need is in a format you can use. UpMetrics
works directly with  your team, providing training for our easy-to-use data collection tools, helping
to  ensure accuracy and consistency.

Once the data is centralized, the next step is to review baseline numbers and analyze your
organization’s progress towards your goals. Communicate progress and make connections across
teams with external reports.

Leverage  data to inform internal decisions to drive impact and track progress towards goals  over
time. In parallel, combine quantitative and qualitative data to tell your story  and attract mission-
aligned capital to help hit your goals and scale impact.

"Urban Services YMCA is
great at telling the

qualitative side of the
story, but I knew that
building a data-driven

approach would be
important. For my

department alone, we
have four different

databases into which we
have to enter

information, and none of
these databases talks to

the others. The
UpMetrics platform has

made it easy for us to
collect multiple data

sources in one place, and
leverage that data to

drive impact. Ultimately,
this means we are able to
spend less time on things

like data management
and more time ensuring
our participants have a
positive experience in

our program."

-Jen Salerno, 
Director, 

Youth Workforce 
Development, 

Urban Services YMCA

https://go.upmetrics.com/request-a-demo

